
By applying the above Lemmas and Theorem we arrive at this major conclusion
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Where can one person stand so that my poster takes up half of their vision? In

two dimensions this question is answered by the inscribed angle theorem. The

person would have to stand on a circle whose diameter is my poster.

Now, suppose I had two posters that are not next to one another. Where can

someone stand so my posters takes up half of their vision? Moreover, where

can someone stand so they see my first poster more than the other or vice

versa? These questions are the focus of this research.

An Apollonian cubic (as shown 

on the right) is part of the 

locus of points which see two 

segments at equal or 

supplementary angles[3]. 

A Cassini Oval is a collection 

of points for which the 

products of two distances 

from given foci to these points 

is constant 

Lemma: For any four points A,B, C,  and D  there is some circle which inverts the 

points, so they form a parallelogram ABCD, labeled in that orientation. 
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In simpler terms, if a person had half of their vision taken up by my two posters, they would be standing on the arc of an 

inverted Cassini Oval. 
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